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ABSTRACT
We study the longitudinal relaxation of a nitrogen-vacancy (NV) center surrounded by a 13C nuclear spin bath in diamond. By
means of cluster-correlation expansion (CCE), we numerically demonstrate the decay process of electronic state induced by
cross relaxation at low temperature. It is shown that the CCE method is not only capable of describing pure-dephasing effect
at large-detuning regime, but it can also simulate the quantum dynamics of populations in the nearly resonant regime. We
present a proposal to slow down the decay of NV center via implementing quantum Zeno effect (QZE). The numerical result
shows that QZE can effectively inhibit the decay of NV center.
Quantum Zeno effect (QZE) is the suppression of quantum evolution by successive measurements.1–5 When a quantum
system interacts with a bath, the quantum system undergoes population/longitudinal relaxation and phase randomization (i.e.,
dephasing),6 as determined by the overlap between the energy levels of the system and the spectral density of the bath, i.e.,
the density of states of the bath weighed by the system-bath couplings. Repetitive measurement on the system effectively
broadens its energy levels, which can be understood from the Heisenberg energy-time uncertainty relation.7 This in turn
changes the overlap between the system’s broadened energy levels and the bath spectral density. Consequently, the system’s
decoherence could be either slowed down (i.e., the QZE) or accelerated (i.e., the quantum anti-Zeno effect).7–9
In 1990, QZE was experimentally observed in a two-level atomic system for the first time.4 By frequently interrupting the
coherent evolution of the atom with repetitive measurements, the atom was frozen in its initial state. From then on, QZE has
been successfully observed in various physical systems.10–18 Interestingly, the QZE has been applied to explain the quantum
coherent effects in biological systems, e.g., bird migration19 and photosynthesis,20 in which the bath acts as a generalized
detector. The bath can monitor and even optimize the quantum evolution in the relevant physiological processes.21
In recent years, the nitrogen-vacancy (NV) center in diamond has attracted broad interest from different disciplines.22–25
Because of its long coherence time at room temperature and easy manipulations by optical pumping and microwave fields,
the electronic spin of the NV center becomes a promising candidate for quantum information processing and quantum metrol-
ogy.26–31 For ultrapure samples, the most relevant bath is the 13C nuclear spins that randomly locate at the lattice sites.32
These 13C nuclear spins are coupled to the NV electronic spin through the hyperfine interaction and hence decoheres the NV
electron spin. The cross-relaxation between the NV electron spin and the 13C nuclear spins is usually strongly suppressed
by the large energy mismatch. In this regime, the NV electron spin decoherence is dominated by pure dephasing (i.e., phase
randomization) and various schemes have been proposed and implemented to protect its quantum coherence.32–37 By contrast,
there are relatively fewer works on the cross-relaxation between the electron spin and the nuclear spins.38–42 In a recent
experiment,43 it was discovered that the hyperfine interaction with the nuclear spins dominates the electron spin relaxation at
sufficiently-low temperatures near the energy-level anticrossing of the NV center. This experimental observation motivates
us to suppress the NV electron spin relaxation by the QZE. Previously, the quantum Zeno and Zeno-like effects have been
investigated both theoretically17 and experimentally16 in an NV center without explicit consideration of the 13C nuclear spin
bath. However, the effect of the 13C bath on the QZE could be notable. A series of interesting phenomena caused by the 13C
nuclear spin bath have been predicted theoretically and observed experimentally, e.g. anomalous decoherence effect33,34 and
atomic-scale magnetometry of distant magnetic clusters.29,44 Since the spin bath has a strong non-Markovian nature, it can
not generally be dealt with using the usual quantum master equation approach in the Born-Markovian approximation. Among
the different methods for quantum dynamics of a central system in a spin bath, the cluster-correlation expansion (CCE)45,46
approach yields reliable pure-dephasing dynamics of the NV center and has been successfully applied to predict anomalous
decoherence effect in the NV center, which was later observed experimentally.33,34 Therefore, the CCE approach is a good
candidate for describing the QZE in an NV center induced by the many-spin bath.
When a static magnetic field is applied to make the NV center close to the level anticrossing point, the hyperfine interaction
of the NV center with the 13C nuclear spins induces the NV electron spin relaxation. In this paper, we generalize the CCE ap-
proach to describe the population dynamics of an NV center embedded in the 13C nuclear spin bath. The numerical simulation
with the CCE approach yields convergent result and thus is capable of fully describing the NV electron spin relaxation induced
by the 13C spin bath. We further demonstrate the QZE for the NV center surrounded by the spin bath by optically reading out
the NV center state at a frequency faster than the NV spin relaxation. This optical manipulation provides an alternative route
to combat the NV electron spin relaxation.
Results
Model
As shown in Fig. 1, a negatively-charged NV center is coupled to the 13C nuclear spins randomly located at the diamond
lattices, with the natural abundance of 13C being 1.1%.32 Here, since we focus on the longitudinal relaxation induced by 13C
nuclear spins far away from the NV center, in our numerical simulation we use the randomly-generated bath in which there
is no 13C nuclear spin in the vicinity of NV center.32 The NV center consists of a substitutional nitrogen atom adjacent to
a vacancy. The ground state of NV center is a triplet state with ms = 0 and ms = ±1 denoted by |0〉 and |± 1〉 respectively.
When there is no magnetic field applied to the NV center, |± 1〉 are degenerate and they are separated from |0〉 by zero-field
splitting D = 2.87GHz.22,23 In an external magnetic field Bz along the NV axis, the degeneracy between ms = ±1 levels are
lifted and thus the full Hamiltonian of the total system describing the NV center and spin bath is
H = HNV +Hbath +Hint, (1)
where the Hamiltonian of the NV center has the form
HNV = DS2z − γeBzSz (2)
with γe =−1.76× 1011 rad·s−1T−1 being the electronic gyromagnetic ratio32 and Sz = |1〉〈1|− |− 1〉〈−1|.
The Hamiltonian of the bath reads
Hbath =−γcBz ∑
i
Izi +∑
i< j
Di j
[
Ii · I j −
3(Ii · ri j)(ri j · I j)
r2i j
]
, (3)
where the gyromagnetic ratio of 13C nuclear spin is32 γc = 6.73× 107rad·s−1T−1,
Di j =
µ0γ2c
4pir3i j
(
1−
3ri jri j
r2i j
)
(4)
is the magnetic dipole-dipole interaction between the ith and jth 13C nuclear spins with ri j being the displacement vector from
ith to jth spins and µ0 being the vacuum permeability.
The electron spin and nuclear spins are coupled by hyperfine interaction. Because we are interested in a large number
of 13C nuclear spins far away from the NV center, the hyperfine interaction is mainly described by magnetic dipole-dipole
interaction and thus the interaction Hamiltonian is
Hint = S ·∑
i
Ai · Ii, (5)
where
Ai =
µ0γcγe
4pir3i
(
1−
3riri
r2i
)
(6)
is the hyperfine coupling tensor, ri is the position vector of ith nuclear spin, and the position of NV center is chosen as the
origin. Notice that we do not use the rotating-wave approximation which might influence the existence of quantum anti-Zeno
effect.47,48
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Decay of NV Center Induced by Nuclear Spin Bath
In this subsection, we discuss the longitudinal relaxation of electron spin of NV center induced by the nuclear spin bath. When
the energy gap between |0〉 and |− 1〉 approaches the energy gap of 13C nuclear spins, e.g. by tuning the magnetic field, the
electron spin exchanges polarization with nuclear spins, cf. Fig. 1(c), and the longitudinal relaxation of electronic spin occurs.
For simplicity, we assume that the decay of electron spin is mainly due to hyperfine interaction with nuclear spins, and the
effect of diamond lattice phonons on the relaxation is beyond the scope of the present investigation.
The initial state of electronic spin can be optically initialized into |0〉, corresponding to the density matrix
ρNV = |0〉〈0|. (7)
In principle, the 13C nuclear spin bath should be taken as in the completely random thermal equilibrium state since the typical
experimental temperature is much higher than the nuclear spin Zeeman splitting, even in a strong magnetic field. However,
previous calculations show that the results from a thermal state for the nuclear spin bath are usually the same as those from a
randomly chosen pure state for the bath.46 Therefore, without loss of generality, we take the density matrix of the 13C bath as
ρbath =
⊗N
∏
i=1
| ↓〉i〈↓ |, (8)
where | ↑〉i (| ↓〉i) is the spin-up (spin-down) state of the ith 13C nuclear spin, with the quantization axis along the N-V
symmetry axis. As a result, the density matrix of total system at the initial time is
ρ (0) = ρNV ⊗ρbath. (9)
The evolution of the coupled system is given by
ρ (t) = e−iHtρ (0)eiHt . (10)
By partially tracing over the degrees of freedom of the bath, we could obtain the survival probability of the initial state |0〉 of
the NV electron spin as
P(t) = TrB〈0|e−iHtρ (0)eiHt |0〉. (11)
For a small spin bath, we can exactly calculate the longitudinal relaxation of electron spin via Eq. (11). However, with
increasing size of the nuclear spin bath, this approach quickly becomes unfeasible, because the dimension of the Hilbert space
grows exponentially with the number of nuclei.49,50 In this case, an approximate many-body theory with high performance has
to be considered. In previous works, the CCE theory has been successfully applied to describe the pure dephasing of a central
spin in a spin bath.29,33,45,46 Here, we generalize the CCE theory to deal with the longitudinal relaxation of the electron spin
in a spin bath. In Fig. 2(a), we numerically simulate the survival probability of the initial state of electron spin surrounded
by N = 100 nuclear spins. When the order of CCE method is increased, the results quickly converge, e.g., the results from
4th-order CCE and 5th-order CCE are indistinguishable. This suggests that 4th-order CCE already offers a reliable solution
to the quantum dynamics of central spin under the influence of a many-spin bath. Furthermore, we explore the effect of the
size of the bath on the decoherence. In Fig. 2(b), the population dynamics of the electron spin is investigated for 13C baths of
different sizes. For a bath with N = 50 nuclear spins, the survival probability already experiences an exponential-like decay.
When the size of the bath is doubled, the difference before and after the change is negligible. And further enlarging the size
will not increase but decrease the difference. Because 4-CCE theory with a bath of N = 100 nuclear spins already yields a
reliable result, it will be adopted in the following investigations.
Quantum Zeno Effect
In the QZE, the transitions between quantum states can be inhibited by frequent measurements. After N measurements, the
survival probability of the initial state is8
P(N)(t) = P(τ)N = e−Reff(τ)t , (12)
where t = Nτ is the total duration and τ is time interval between two successive measurements. The effective decay rate reads
Reff(τ) =−
1
τ
lnP(τ). (13)
In Fig. 3(a,b), we numerically simulate the population dynamics by means of CCE method. In the short-time regime, the
survival probability reveals a quadratic decay as confirmed by the linear dependence of Reff(τ) on τ . Afterwards, as the survival
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probability quickly diminishes, the effective rate gradually approaches the steady value, which suggests an exponential decay
for the population dynamics in the long-time limit. Therefore, if the free evolution of the electron spin under the influence of
a many-spin bath is interrupted by repetitive measurements before its behavior reaches steady state, the central spin will be
maintained in the initial state and the QZE occurs.
To understand the physical mechanism, we resort to the quantum Zeno and anti-Zeno effects for an open system. In Ref. 7,
it was illustrated that the effective decay rate of a central system in a bath of harmonic oscillators is the overlap integral of the
spectral density and measurement-induced level broadening, i.e.
Reff = 2pi
∫
∞
0
F(ω ,τ)G(ω)dω . (14)
The measurement-induced level broadening describes the broadening of energy level of central system due to frequent mea-
surements and is defined as
F(ω ,τ) =
τ
2pi
sinc2 (ω −ωa)τ
2
(15)
with ωa = D+ γeBz being the level splitting between electronic states |0〉 and |− 1〉. For a bath of many spins, because the
spins are discrete, the spectral density is summarized over the nuclear spins as
G(ω) = ∑
j
|〈0,↓ j |(Axxj +A
yy
j )|− 1,↑ j〉|
2δ (ω −ω j) = ∑
j
9µ20 γ2c γ2e (x2j + y2j)
256pi2r10j
δ (ω −ω j), (16)
where the level splitting of jth nuclear spin
ω j =−γcBz −
µ0γcγe
4pir2j
(1−
3z2j
r2j
) (17)
has been modified due to the hyperfine coupling, (x j,y j,z j) are the three components of position vector~r j of jth nuclear spin.
Here we remark that because the nuclear spins are polarized at the initial stage, the spin bath under consideration is equivalent
to a bath of harmonic oscillators. Clearly as illustrated in Fig. 3(c), the peak of G(ω) is very close to the peak of F(ω ,τ).
When the interval τ between successive measurements on electron spin is relatively long, i.e. in the long-time limit of Eq. 14,
F(ω ,τ) becomes a delta function, leading to maximal overlap between F(ω ,τ) and G(ω) and hence maximum decay rate of
the electron spin Reff = 2piG(ωa). When the measurement interval τ decreases, the delta function F(ω ,τ) broadens, so its
overlap with the bath spectrum G(ω) and hence the electron spin decay rate also decrease. By measuring the electron spin
with a sufficiently rapid frequency, the electron spin relaxation can be suppressed.
Discussion
In this paper, we generalize the CCE approach to deal with the longitudinal relaxation of a central electron spin due to its
coupling to a nuclear spin bath in an NV center. The decay of electronic initial state is Gaussian in the short-time regime,
while it becomes exponential on longer time scales. By interrupting the electron spin relaxation process with successive
measurements, the decay can be slowed down, with the effective decay rate being determined by the overlap integral between
the bath spectral density and measurement-induced electron spin energy level broadening.7 This gives rise to the QZE for the
NV center electron spin.
Previously, the CCE method has been applied to simulate the pure-dephasing process of electron spin coupled to a many-
spin bath in the far-detuned regime. In this paper, the CCE method has been generalized to describe the longitudinal relaxation
process of the NV center in the near resonant regime.
Furthermore, we should also remark that in the previous investigations16,17 the QZE were demonstrated in an NV center
as a close system, while in this paper the QZE is demonstrated in an open quantum system with a many-spin bath. Besides,
the quantum Zeno-like effect in Ref. 17 is different from the QZE in that the quantum Zeno-like effect originates from the
Brouwer fixed-point theorem51 and thus occurs at particular measurement intervals.
Methods
The cluster-correlation expansion. Here we generalize the CCE method45,46 to treat electron spin relaxation in a spin bath.
Assuming that the bath consists of spin i only, P(t) is explicitly calculated as
˜P{i} = P{i} ≡
Tr(ρ(0)eiH{i}t |0〉〈0|e−iH{i}t)
Tr(ρ(0)eiHNVt |0〉〈0|e−iHNVt) , (18)
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where
H{i} = HNV − γcBzIzi +S ·Ai · Ii (19)
is obtained from Eq. (1) by dropping all terms other than spin i.
Assuming that the bath consists of spin i and spin j, P(t) reads
P{i, j} ≡
Tr(ρ(0)eiH{i, j}t |0〉〈0|e−iH{i, j}t)
Tr(ρ(0)eiHNVt |0〉〈0|e−iHNVt) , (20)
where
H{i, j} = HNV − γcBz ∑
α=i, j
Izα +Di j
[
Ii · I j −
3(Ii · ri j)(ri j · I j)
r2i j
]
+S · ∑
α=i, j
Aα · Iα (21)
is calculated from Eq. (1) by dropping all terms other than spin i and spin j, and the spin-pair correlation is
˜P{i, j} ≡
P{i, j}
˜P{i} ˜P{ j}
. (22)
Assuming that the bath consists of three spins i and j and k, P(t) in this case becomes
P{i, j,k} ≡
Tr(ρ(0)eiH{i, j,k}t |0〉〈0|e−iH{i, j,k}t)
Tr(ρ(0)eiHNVt |0〉〈0|e−iHNVt) , (23)
where
H{i, j,k} = HNV − γcBz ∑
α=i, j,k
Izα + ∑
α=i, j,k
∑
β>α
Dαβ
[
Iα · Iβ −
3
(
Iα · rαβ
)(
rαβ · Iβ
)
r2αβ
]
+S · ∑
α=i, j,k
Aα · Iα (24)
is calculated from Eq. (1) by dropping all terms other than the three spins i and j and k, and the three-spin correlation is
˜P{i, j,k} ≡
P{i, j,k}
˜P{i} ˜P{ j} ˜P{k} ˜P{i, j} ˜P{ j,k} ˜P{k,i}
. (25)
For the bath with arbitrary number of spins, P(t) is generalized as
Pc ≡
Tr(ρ(0)eiHct |0〉〈0|e−iHct)
Tr(ρ(0)eiHNVt |0〉〈0|e−iHNVt) , (26)
where Hc is obtained from Eq. (1) by dropping all terms other than spins in the cluster c, and the spin-cluster correlation is
˜Pc ≡
Pc
∏c′⊂c ˜Pc′
. (27)
Furthermore, in Eqs. (18,20,23,26), all of the denominators are equal to unity because the system is initially prepared at |0〉,
which is also the eigenstate of HNV.
Generally speaking, it is impossible to exactly calculate P(t) for a large number of spins as the dimension of Hilbert space
scales exponentially with the number of spins. The M-CCE method approximates P(t) as
P(M) = ∏
|c|≤M
˜Pc, (28)
where |c| is the number of spins in the cluster c. For example, the first-order truncation of P(t) yields
P(1) = ∏
i
˜P{i}. (29)
And the second-order truncation of P(t) reads
P(2) = ∏
i
˜P{i}∏
i, j
˜P{i, j}. (30)
The magnetic dipole-dipole coupling between nearest neighbors are typically of several kHz,29 which plays a role in a time
scale of orders longer than the QZE under consideration. Further numerical simulation, which is not shown here, confirms
that the diference between the quantum dynamics of electron spin with and without magnetic dipole-dipole couplings is
indistinguishable. Therefore, we neglect the magnetic dipole-dipole couplings between nuclear spins in order to simplify the
simulation.
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Figure 1. Schematic illustration of QZE in an NV center surrounded by a spin bath. (a) An NV center in the crystal
structure of a diamond, where a static magnetic field is applied along the principal axis of NV center. (b) The bath of 13C
nuclear spins and the NV center forms a quantum open system. (c) The hyperfine structure of an NV center and one 13C
nuclear spin in the bath.
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Figure 2. The longitudinal relaxation process of the NV center. Survival probability of initial state of electron spin by (a)
different orders of CCE with N = 100; (b) 4-CCE with N = 50 (dotted line), and N = 100 (dashed line), and N = 200 (solid
line). In all cases, the magnetic field is set as B = 1024.98Gs.
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Figure 3. The QZE in an NV center surrounded by a nuclear spin bath. (a) The black full line denotes the undisturbed decay
of NV center. The blue solid line represents the survival probability under repetitive measurements, while the blue dashed
line is fitting it by exponential decay. (b) The effective decay rate Reff(τ) vs the measurement interval τ . (c) The spectral
density G(ω) and measurement-induced level broadening F(ω ,τ) with τ = 12µs.
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